
Accusoft’s software integrations for secure document viewing 
and processing tools for eDiscovery help Legal Tech Independent 
Software Vendors (ISVs) take their applications to the next level.

We partner with Legal Tech ISVs to deliver features that address 
the rising costs that law firms are experiencing with the eDiscovery 
process today, including:

 • Increased volumes and diversity of file types

 • Protecting document metadata while providing review and 
   mark-up tools to prepare cases

 • Identification and protection of PII data

 • AI-assisted eDiscovery tools

The Solution: PrizmDoc® by Accusoft 

PrizmDoc simplifies document viewing and processing, making it 
both efficient and cost-effective. Instead of investing precious time 
in developing these features from scratch, redirect your valuable 
resources toward enhancing your applications. Our comprehensive 
solution includes robust web-based viewing, annotation, redaction, AI-
assisted PII identification, file conversion, and data capture capabilities. 
These tools empower Legal Tech ISVs to create innovative platforms 
that streamline eDiscovery and case management within the legal 
industry.

At ArkCase, we look to 

integrate best-of-breed 

products in order to 

streamline customer’s 

processes. PrizmDoc 

was a clear choice for 

our platform due to its 

seamless integration and 

robust document viewing 

capabilities. 

- Ray Azarm
   VP Enterprise Practice, 
   ArkCase
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PrizmDoc Benefits

  Accelerated Development
  Quickly integrate sought-after document processing features into your software.

  Reduced Cost
  Save expenses by adopting a proven API-based solution for document viewing and  
  processing.

  Improved Security
  Ensure compliance and minimize risks by keeping sensitive documents within your secure  
  application environment.

  Consistent User Experience
  Maintain a cohesive and efficient user experience across your branded applications.

PrizmDoc Features

  Viewing
  Support for over 100+ file types 

  

  Annotation
  Tools to support the review process 

  

  PII Detection and Redaction
  AI-driven tools to mitigate risks

  

  Comprehensive Data Capture
  OCR to create searchable text

  

  Video Support
  View video files in your application
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We initially looked at a 
few viewers. Some were 
freeware, which needed a 
lot of development time to 
get up with no promise of 
success. Other paid solutions 
did not have the flexibility 
we wanted. We wanted a full 
viewing platform with backend 
conversion and integration 
ability without months of 
development time.

- Jason Silva
  Director of Operations, 
  Cornerstone Discovery 
   


